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Summary:
Even if the Canadian branch of Islamic Relief claims not to have directly funded these Hamas groups, its own
accounts reveal grants of millions of dollars to its parent organization, Islamic Relief Worldwide, which oversees
the movement of money to a number of Hamas fronts.
Islamic Relief branches also receive money from several terror-linked Middle Eastern charities, including those
established by Sheikh al Zindani, whom the US government has designated a "Global Terrorist."
Islamic Relief did not much care for the exposé. Reyhana Patel, a senior figure at its Canadian branch, first
persuaded the Post to bowdlerize the article by removing some of the sourced material and adding sentences in
defense of Islamic Relief.
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Summary:
The most common terrorism link for American Islamist charities involves, unsurprisingly, the Palestinian
territories. Where do charitable donations for the Palestinian territories end up? In the Gaza Strip, Hamas, which
is designated a foreign terrorist organization, oversees every facet of society, especially the social services in
which Western charities work. From the distribution of medicine to the running of schools, orphanages, and kids’
summer camps, Hamas rules the roost.
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Summary:
In its report, the Charity Commission makes note of the iERA's promotion of hate preachers, but treats the
charity as a victim of such extremism, rather than an instigator.
According to the Commission, bureaucracy is the solution -- the iERA's extremism will be solved by more
"adequate procedures... to prevent abuse of the charity, its status, facilities or assets."
Those more familiar with the iERA will know that asking this Salafist charity to produce and follow its own
counter-extremism plan is akin to demanding that the Ku Klux Klan introduce affirmative action hiring
processes.
Extremist charities are not private institutions: charitable status affords extraordinary legal and financial
benefits, including the opportunity for radical Islamist organisations to claim government subsidies. But no
government should allow extremist networks to exploit charitable status. Shut these charities down, and ban
those Islamist activists from ever again becoming trustees of a charitable organisation.
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